WCEE 20th Anniversary Banquet

November 5, 2011
Plover, WI
20 YEARS
WISCONSIN COLLEGE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
CELEBRATING ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PARTNERSHIPS
1991-2011
A Year in the Life of the WCEE.....

Celebrating our Partnerships
The dinner menu featured local, in-season foods.
The program began with a look at the PAST through a video highlighting the creation of the WCEE
We explored the PRESENT through an activity engaging all guests. We illustrated the diverse partnerships and array of networks that make environmental education strong in Wisconsin while creating an ecosystem spread around the room.
We explored the FUTURE which includes upcoming staff changes and new initiatives related to education for sustainability within the WCEE.
Goals of the WCEE

- More fully integrate and focus the WCEE programs and services through an education for sustainability approach.
- Work more intensely with individual schools/school districts by supporting their efforts to integrate education for sustainability into their curriculum, culture, community and operations.
- Support the development, compilation or dissemination of materials through local partners who are working with schools.
- Transform our work to fully encompass education for sustainability. The shift from EE to EfS requires an intentional focus on sustainable economies and social justice while providing the experiences, knowledge, skills, and dispositions to prepare students to be advocates for sustainable communities.
- To make all this happen, we will be reexamining our staff structure and programmatic focus.
The WCEE Staff presented Director, Randy Champeau with a Leopold bench and made a donation to the Wisconsin Environmental Education Foundation in his name to thank him for his 20 years of service and leadership.
Entertainment was provided by Tom Pease, Dean Sauers, David Stokes, Ryan Haney and various guests joined the fun.